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Abstract:  
This file gives an outline of WI-FI networking and descriptions what's required to construct a general-motive WI-FI 

community. The literature tries to talk about the maximum not unusual place WI-FI technology and their protocols. It 

then outlines the benefits of WI-FI networking over stressed era. The white paper additionally addresses a number of the 

essential protection dangers going through WI-FI networks. Various techniques are for the reason that may be used to 

mitigate those dangers and guard community privateness and protection. It then outlines how WI-FI networks may be 

utilized in training and schooling and suggests that training has benefited from the improvement of WI-FI era and the 

era's price-effectiveness. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The invention of the pc and the following advent of communique networks may be known as the finest success of the 

twenty first century. The gift invention adjustments the manner communique and facts is processed. The community 

characteristic of the pc device has been used by the authorities, businesses and people, and they all have won massive 

benefits. The foremost kinds of current networks are constant-line (the use of wires) and WI-FI (the use of waves to 

transmit information). The spine of the sizeable communique community includes constant hyperlinks particularly the 

use of optical fiber and Ethernet. Nonetheless, WI-FI networking has grown in recognition during the last decade. 

Malone (2004) mentioned that through 2000, the lifestyles of WI-FI networks turned into constrained because of the 

prohibitive price of integrated WI-FI gadgets consisting of routers, get right of entry to factors, and laptops. Hardware 

expenses have dropped dramatically, making WI-FI networking lower priced for lots people and businesses. 

Additionally, technological improvements have accelerated the capability and performance of WI-FI networks, making 

them much less luxurious than stressed networks. This white paper discusses WI-FI networking, with precise attention at 

the kinds of WI-FI technology usually deployed and the safety measures used to guard them. One In addition, a way to 

use WI-FI era in training and schooling environment should be discussed. 

 

II Computer Networks An Overview 

Computer networks encompass interconnected computing gadgets that talk with every different, and those networks are 

categorized through their length. The smallest is a private place community (PAN), which extends numerous meters and 

connects adjoining gadgets. Wireless PANs use technology consisting of Bluetooth to update cables while shifting 

information among gadgets. Local Area Networks (LANS) variety in length from some hundred meters to numerous 

kilometers and are designed to cowl intently spaced homes or huge centers. Wireless LANs are carried out in centers 

consisting of campuses and busy industrial locations. A Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) connects one-of-a-kind 

homes and centers inside a city. Most of those networks use stressed connections over fiber optics, which might be the 

fastest. The biggest networks are the extensive place networks (WANs) that hyperlink towns and nations, regularly the 

use of fiber optic cables at hurries up to forty Gbps. 

 

What is Wireless Networking? 

Wireless networking refers to the "usage of cross-seller enterprise requirements, consisting of IEEE 802.eleven, in 

which nodes talk without having to be stressed" (Mamoukaris & Economides 2003, p.1). The infrastructure of WI-FI 

networks uses fashionable protocols which can be orientated in step with the needs of the community. This makes the 

capability in addition to the great of offerings of WI-FI networks range primarily based totally at the gadgets. Wireless 

networks are commonly anticipated to address gadgets which can be crafted from diverse manufactures. The networks 

are consequently intended for you to aid one-of-a-kind hardware technology, architectures, and delivery protocols and 

additionally manipulate the go with the drift of site visitors within side the community. 

 

All WI-FI networks employ waves within side the electromagnetic spectrum variety. For example, Wireless 

neighborhood-place networks (Wireless LANs) employ excessive frequency electromagnetic waves to transmit 

information. Modulation and demodulation of the radio waves used to transmit information takes place on the 

transmitter and receiver respectively. They function within side the enterprise, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio bands 

and unlicensed-country wide facts infrastructure (U-NII) bands (Zheng 2009). The networks are regularly related to 

routers so as for them to get right of entry to the net. Reynolds (2003) announces that WI-FI has the capability to permit 

everybody with a computing tool to connect with the net at spectacular speeds without the want Wireless networks 

additionally use the Open System Interconnect (OSI) reference version within side the transmission of information. The 

way wherein this reference version applies to WI-FI networks is just like stressed networks with a few variations within 

side the information hyperlink layer in which WI-FI networks coordinate get right of entry to through information to a 

not unusualplace air medium and additionally address mistakes which arise because of the inherent nature of the WI-FI 

medium. At the Physical layer, the information is transmitted within side the shape of radio waves  

 

 
Fig: 1 The OSI Protocol Stack and WI-FI communiqué 
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III What we want to Build a Wireless Networking 

Before a WI-FI community may be erected, it is essential to run a factor check. While this step can be not noted while 

imposing a small WI-FI community, it is of excessive importance while erecting a huge WI-FI community. This is due 

to the fact WI-FI networks function at the same frequence band utilized by different outfit comparable as garage- door 

openers and microwave oven levels and fending off drawback from comparable accoutrements is importance if the 

element of reliable communique is to be finished through the WI-FI community. Ganesh and Pahlavan( 2000) notice that 

the biggest funding price in putting in place a WI-FI community is the price of the bodily factor role and this 

deployment is an evolutionary system for the reason that community may also want to acclimate which will aid an 

including variety of druggies and fulfill the call for accelerated capability and higher great of service. Large networks 

have to be erected with manageability and trustability in thoughts when you consider that they'll develop to some extent 

in which the community director is not worthy to successfully manipulate them.  

 

There are some of address and software program elements which can be wished in imposing a WI-FI community. One 

imperative address tool is an get right of entry to factor that is the tool linking the WI-FI community to a stressed LAN. 

Wi- Fi Alliance( 2004) notes that the get right of entry to factor is the tool that transmits and gets the alerts which might 

be used for speaking among the computing bias within side the community. Wireless get right of entry to factors have 

various capacities and the dimensions selected is depending on the rate requested within side the community. The tool 

have to be located at a imperative role and at a excessive facet factor with a view to keep away from boundaries and 

insure that as sever a druggies have get right of entry to to the community. There are some of enormous elements that 

one has to do not forget while obtaining the address for the WI-FI community. Interoperability of the outfit is an 

essential issue if the community is to aid all of the to be had protocols( comparable as802.eleven a/ b/ g). The variety 

which the community is expected to gauge is likewise an essential attention. Specifications comparable because the 

transmission electricity and the antenna advantage have to be used to calculate the variety of theoutfit.  

 

In utmost instances, WI-FI networks also are related to the net. A router that is a tool that allows a unmarried net 

connection to be participated through sever a computing bias at the identical community is relevant in one of these 

script. The variety precise networking bias which could pierce the WI-FI networks is excellent and it includes; laptops, 

precise virtual sidekicks, pill PCs, and fund PCs. All the unfairness penetrating the community want to be ready with an 

running device that lets in for communique throughout a WI-FI community. Wireless get right of entry to factors and the 

consumer bias which can be related to them ought to be duly configured so as for them to function a TCP/ IP 

community. The WI-FI visitors to a community admit their configuration information from a DHCP which offers the 

unfairness their IP addresses, dereliction gateways, and subnet masks. In instances in which the director desires to 

significantly circumscribe the druggies, the IP addresses can be imputed manually. Such a circulate could glaringly be 

assuredly exertions ferocious and unrealistic for a WI-FI community that serves a enormous variety of druggies. 

 

IV. Wireless Technologies 

There are a myriad of WI-FI technology and that they fluctuate in the quantity of bandwidth they offer in addition to the 

space over which the nodes within side the community can talk. Zheng (2009) observes that WI-FI technology 

additionally fluctuate within side the a part of the electromagnetic spectrum that they use and the quantity of electricity 

consumed. To offer bodily connectivity, WI-FI community gadgets ought to function within side the identical a part of 

the radio spectrum and WI-FI playing cards consequently want to be configured to apply the identical protocol at the 

identical channel so as for communique to arise. There are 4 distinguished WI-FI technology which might be; Bluetooth, 

Wi- Fi, Wi MAX and 3Gmobile WI-FI. 

 

 
Table 1: Famous Wireless Network Technology 

 

Bluetooth: 

Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) is the era this is hired to adopt quick-variety communique among pocket book computers, 

PDAs, cellular telephones and different private computing gadgets. The era is extra handy than connecting gadgets with 

a twine to talk. Bluetooth operates in a license loose band at 2.45GHz and the communique variety is set 10m and 
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because of this quick variety, the era is every now and then classified as a private place community (PAN) (Zheng 

2009). A essential attention with Bluetooth era is electricity utilization and commonly, the era gives speeds of as much 

as 2.1Mbps with low electricity consumption.  

 

WI-FI stands for WI-FI constancy era and the time period is usually used to explain a WI-FI neighborhood place 

community primarily based totally at the IEEE 802.eleven collection of requirements. The IEEE 802.eleven 

requirements remedy compatibility troubles among producers of WI-FI networking gadget through specifying an "over 

the air" interface consisting of "radio frequency era to transmit and acquire information among a WI-FI patron and a 

base station in addition to amongst WI-FI customers speaking immediately with every different" (Reynolds 2003, p.3). 

WI-FI describes a own circle of relatives of radio protocols which encompass 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g. 802.11b is 

the maximum famous WI-FI networking protocol in use and it makes use of a modulation known as Direct Sequence 

Spread Spectrum in a part of the ISM band from 2.412 to 2.484GHz (Zheng 2009). The most velocity presented through 

this protocol is 11Mbps with usable throughput of as much as 5Mbps. 802.11a is a protocol ratified through the IEEE 

and it makes use of a modulation scheme known as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with a most 

information fee of 54Mbps. It operates within side the ISM band among 5.745 and 5.805GHz. The frequency variety 

utilized by this protocol is particularly unused which makes interference rare. However, Zheng (2009) notes that the use 

of this part of the spectrum is unlawful in maximum nations inclusive of the USA. 802.11g is quick turning into the “de 

issue fashionable WI-FI networking protocol and it's far turning into a fashionable characteristic for laptops and plenty 

of handheld gadgets” (Singh 2009 p.56). The protocol makes use of the ISM band from 2.412 to 2.484GHz (identical as 

802.11b) however it makes use of the OFDM modulation scheme. The most information fee for 802.11g is 54Mbps and 

it's far backwards like minded with the famous 802.11b protocol. 

 

Wi-MAX 
A famous shape of broadband WI-FI get right of entry to for immediate neighborhood connection to the community is 

WiMAX. WiMAX is the abbreviation for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access an ditturned into 

standardized as IEEE 802.16 (Zheng 2009). WiMAX era has a standard variety of 1-6 miles however the era can span a 

most of 30miles which has made the era categorized as a MAN. This specification has won excellent achievement 

within side the provision of net get right of entry to and broadband offerings via WI-FI communique structures. Wi 

MAX has a excessive capability which makes it green in information transmission with speeds of as much as 70Mbps 

being furnished to a unmarried subscriber station. The authentic WiMAX bodily layer protocol is designed to propagate 

alerts at a frequency of 10-sixty six GHz and the era is capable of offer each line of sight insurance and most beneficial 

non line of sight insurance as well. 

 

 
Fig:2 LOS Signal Transmission 

 

The additives of a Wi MAX encompass; a Base Station, Subscriber Station, Mobile Subscriber and a Relay Station. The 

Base station connects and manages get right of entry to through the gadgets within side the community. This factor is 

made of a couple of antennas pointed in one-of-a-kind instructions and transceivers which might be important for the 

WI-FI information community communique. A subscriber station is a set WI-FI node which communicates with the 

bottom station and bureaucracy a hyperlink among networks. A cellular subscriber is a WI-FI node that gets or transmits 

information via the Base Station at the same time as the relay station is a Subscriber Station whose motive is to 

retransmit site visitors to the relay stations or subscriber stations. A enormous benefit of WiMAX is that it helps 

excessive mobility through consumer gadgets. A consumer can get right of entry to the community as long as they do 

now no longer exceed the edge velocity that is generally worth 120km/H. This assets of the era lets in for portability for 

the reason that consumer can traverse a enormous place that is included through a couple of base stations while not 

having to break their cutting-edge consultation. 

 

Cellular Networks 

While cellular telephones have won overwhelming prominence within side the beyond decades, cellular 

telecellsmartphone networks had been added as a ways lower back because the early Nineteen Eighties and this era 
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turned into capable of offer get right of entry to the stressed telecellsmartphone community to cellular consumer (Kumar 

& Manjunath 2008). The place of insurance through the mobile WI-FI community can variety from some hundred 

meters to three kilometers in radius. In every cell, there may be a base station that is related to the stressed community 

and which lets in the cellular gadgets within side the variety to talk with every different. 

 

 
Fig:3 Cellular Transmission Towers 

 

Until recently, mobile networks had been pushed in the main through the want to offer voice telephony (Kumar & 

Manjunath 2008). However, with the increase of call for for cellular net get right of entry to, there arose a want to offer 

packetized information get right of entry to on those networks as well. While cellular networks had been advanced with 

the number one goal of offering WI-FI get right of entry to for voice offerings for cellular customers, the increase of the 

net because the de facto community for facts dissemination has made net get right of entry to an imperative requirement 

in maximum nations. This want has fueled the evolution of cellular networks and the evolution of Mobile Cellular 

Networks is assessed in generations from 1 to 4. The First Generation device turned into Analog in nature and it turned 

into handiest used for the transmission of speech offerings. Due to its boundaries in addition to loss of interoperability 

among nations, 2d technology (2G) cellular structures had been added and those structures supported information switch 

skills albeit at very low bit rates (Kumar 2010). Owing to the want for accelerated information fee, the 0.33 technology 

turned into deployed and those structures had a excessive information capability. 3G era is able to shipping down load 

speeds of as much as 14.4Mbps consequently assembly the needs for excessive information speeds through consumers. 

Cellular requirements are high priced to the consumer when you consider that mobile's use certified spectrum which 

might be owned through mobile telecellsmartphone operators. Forth Generation cellular device is the trendy era this is 

nevertheless being advanced. This era could have accelerated capability and it's going to attempt to "combine all of the 

cellular technology that exist (e.g. GSM, GPRS, International Mobile Communications, WI-FI, and Bluetooth)" which 

will harmonize the numerous offerings furnished and subsequently beautify consumer experience (Kumar 2010, p.70). 

 

Advantage of Wireless over Wire Technology 

Wireless networks have some of enormous benefits over stressed networks. To start with, it's far particularly simpler to 

installation a WI-FI community infrastructure that it's far to make a stressed one. This is due to the fact the bodily 

gadgets important for WI-FI networks are much less that for stressed networks. In putting in a stressed community, one 

could want to put out the cables to attach the gadgets and this system isn't always handiest luxurious however 

additionally exertions and time intensive. Wireless networks require an get right of entry to factor and one the opposite 

gadgets had been well configured they are able to function. Another extra benefit of WI-FI networks is that enlargement 

of an current community is simple when you consider that connectivity is already to be had withinside the variety of the 

get right of entry to factor. The ease of deployment of WI-FI networks makes them economically appealing for 

maximum businesses for the reason that capital funding of imposing those networks isn't always as intimidating that that 

required for complex stressed networks. With the extensive achievement of stressed LANs, the neighborhood computing 

marketplace has made a regular shift toward WI-FI LANs which give the identical speeds as stressed LANs. 

The mobility of WI-FI networks is some other characteristic that endears them to customers. Wireless networks are 

constructed with the attention that maximum customers who need to get right of entry to information could be cellular 

and stressed connections may also consequently show to be a prime inconvenience. With WI-FI networks, someone will 

stay related so long as they're in within side the variety of an Access Point. Even so, mobility isn't always usually a 

demand for WLANs mainly in indoor enterprise settings in which the customers can be restrained to at least one bodily 

area all day. Fifteen years ago, WI-FI networks had been broadly speaking constrained to huge institutes and authorities 

centers which can manage to pay for the prohibitive price of WI-FI infrastructure in addition to laptops. However, the 

price of WI-FI networks has decreased appreciably which has aided within side the increase of WI-FI LANS. It is extra 
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budget friendly nowadays to put money into a WI-FI community infrastructure than it's far to installation a stressed 

community this means that that extra people and businesses are choosing WI-FI networks. 

 

Demerits 
In spite of the benefits that WI-FI networks possess, there are a few essential dangers which make it important to apply 

stressed networks in a few instances. To start with, WI-FI networks are extra at risk of interference while in comparison 

to stressed networks. Wireless networks employ radio frequencies and at any given time, there are radio interferences 

withinside the atmosphere. The maximum comply used fashionable through many WLAN’s is the IEEE 802.11b that is 

an unlicensed radio spectrum this is shared through many customer gadgets. These gadgets which may also encompass 

cordless telephones and infant video display units function withinside the identical place that maximum WI-FI networks 

are installation. Interferences consequently arise while WI-FI communique gadgets should proportion frequencies with 

customer gadgets consequently lowering the effectiveness of the community. SECURITY ISSUES 

 

In all sorts of communique, protection is of important importance. Securing a community is a tough venture when you 

consider that hardware and software program maintain evolving and as vintage threats are triumph over, new ones 

maintain imparting themselves. Security implementations of a preceding yr may also consequently now no longer be 

capable of successfully manage the threats being supplied withinside the cutting-edge years. Wireless networks are 

vulnerable to some of protection dangers and the maximum enormous one is WI-FI eavesdropping. Due to their WI-FI 

nature, it's far simpler to listen in on them than it's far with stressed networks. Schmidt and Lian (2009) complex that 

WI-FI networks are extra susceptible to eavesdropping than stressed networks due to the fact "get right of entry to to the 

community may be won through proximity as opposed to an immediate bodily contact" (p.24). In the case of stressed 

networks, an interloper could should bodily get right of entry to the community cables which will eavesdrop. With WI-

FI networks, an interloper really has to installation his gadget withinside the place in which the WI-FI alerts are being 

transmitted and from there he can get right of entry to packets which can be supposed for different gadgets withinside 

the community. By the use of a community sniffer, an interloper can seize all community site visitors and attempt to 

decipher the facts contained withinside the packets. Many WI-FI networks are insecure with surveys revealing that 

about 60% of WI-FI networks hired no shape of encryption and of the forty% that employ encryption, 75% of them 

depended on the WEP which has enormous protection flaws (Chenoweth, Robert & Sharon 2010). 

 

A true precept is for one to expect that each one site visitors going via the WI-FI community is being monitored through 

unauthorized intruders. With one of these attention, all touchy facts despatched via the community have to be encrypted. 

A fundamental WI-FI protection protocol is the stressed Equivalency Privacy (WEP) which basically gives the identical 

quantity of privateness withinside the stressed community as could be received in a stressed community. 

 

However, WEP may be cracked with relative ease which makes it unwanted for networks in which protection is of 

essential concern. A way to that is the WI-FI Protected Access (WPA) that is a protection framework that provides a 

stronger safety for the community. The 128bits key period of the WPA is extra hard to interrupt than the 32bit key hired 

through WEP. The WPA encryption fashionable offers WI-FI LAN customers’ guarantee that information transmitted 

over the community could be encrypted and customers authenticated which will make certain safety from malicious 

parties. Another enormous energy of WPA is that it uses Temporal Key Integrity Protocol this means that that the 

specific base keys for every consultation extrude periodically in the reason of the consultation which makes it hard for 

an interloper to interrupt into the communique. 

 

The WiMAX era uses an problematic protection structure that is supposed to make certain that the community is steady 

each for Fixed and cellular WI-FI get right of entry to. Schmidt and Lian (2009) screen that the aim of this compact 

protection framework is to create an interoperable protection answer this is strong however additionally accepts the not 

unusualplace protection protocols. WiMAX protection guarantees that each one WiMAX hyperlinks are encrypted and a 

decryption mechanism is needed for everybody to study facts that is withinside the community. 

 

In addition to encryption, different techniques may be used to guard WI-FI community. One method is the separation of 

a community and this method is primarily based totally on the conclusion that a WI-FI community could be open and 

insecure and it's far consequently withinside the high-satisfactory hobby of the whole community that this inclined 

factor be isolated. When this method is carried out, the stressed community to which the WI-FI community is part of 

will now no longer be compromised despite the fact that the WI-FI LAN is. Having separate bodily infrastructure (hubs, 

routers, and switches) for the WI-FI community will make certain that the WI-FI community can't be used to 

compromise the stressed community (Jordan & Abdallah 2002). A much less luxurious approach of imposing that is 

through developing a logical wall of separation among the WI-FI community and the stressed community. In such a hard 

and fast up, the bodily gadgets consisting of hubs and routers are shared through the stressed community's site visitors is 

invisible to the WI-FI customers. 

 

In businesses in which protection can't be compromised, more measures may be applied. Chenoweth et al. (2010) 

indicates that automatic vulnerability evaluation packages that affirm the safety kingdom of the tool earlier than 

customers are allowed to authenticate can provide the very best stage of WI-FI protection. However, such measures are 

vey high priced to put in force which makes many networks keep away from using them. 
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V. Using wireless Technology in education Training 

Wireless networks have had a profound effect within side the place of colleges in which the alternate of information 

turned into formerly unimaginable because of the headaches related to stressed networked. The training area has 

benefited from the increase of WI-FI era and the price effectiveness of this era. Before WI-FI networks had been 

feasible, the training place suffered from the inherent setbacks of stressed networks consisting of a loss of mobility, the 

complexity of deployment and trouble in increasing the community. 

 

There are some of enormous deserves of WI-FI communique in college instructional structures. The individuals of the 

instructional institutes need to get right of entry to the community for extensive levels of functions and from diverse 

locations. Wireless networks may be much less luxurious to put in force in a college putting that stressed networks are. 

For instance, organising a WI-FI LAN within side the college may also handiest require the management to offer the 

fundamental connectivity. The customers will being their personal laptops and consequently store the college cash that 

could had been spent on shopping for pc hardware in addition to Ethernet drops and electricity outlets. Mamaukaris and 

Economides (2003) notice that with WI-FI networks, every school room may be afforded get right of entry to to the 

community with out want for any essential renovations as will be the case if stressed networks had been to be carried 

out. All this is required is the location of get right of entry to factors at strategic factors within side the school room 

homes. The college students will then be capable of get right of entry to the community the use of their personal private 

computing gadgets with out incurring extra expenses to the colleges. 

 

Training periods may also arise in locations that aren't ready with stressed networks. In such settings, imposing stressed 

networks can be impractical and luxurious. Wireless networks may be quick deployed for brief use after which moved 

while the schooling is over. For small schooling periods that have a small variety of people, ad-hoc networks may be 

very beneficial when you consider that they do now no longer require any extra infrastructure to installation. The diverse 

people within side the networks can consequently proportion sources after configuring their gadgets to talk in an ad-hoc 

way. This pc networks do now no longer require the usage of an get right of entry to factor however alternatively permit 

the WI-FI gadgets which might be inside variety of every different to find out every different and continue to talk in a 

peer- to-peer way. Mamoukaris and Economides (2003) argue that implementation so of an ad-hoc WI-FI networks can 

assist triumph over a number of the drawbacks as a result of the converting instructional environment. The networks 

offer the power and dynamic interplay this is required to foster the achievement of institution communique. However, 

ad-hoc networks lack a control device this means that that the fee of alternate deteriorates because the variety of gadgets 

within side the community increases. 

 

Educational institutes which employ centralized databases for instructional cloth and facts can gain from WI-FI 

networks for the reason that college students are capable of get right of entry to the to be had sources at one-of-a-kind 

regions within side the college. Mamaukaris and Economides (2003) exhibit that the WI-FI community may be 

exploited even in addition through having college students hook up with the spine of the college community the use of 

their PDAs as they perform studies so one can permit the to them switch outcomes in their surveys to a imperative area 

in an green way. 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 
This paper got down to discus WI-FI networks which might be more and more  turning into favored over stressed 

networks through many customers. The paper started through presenting an outline of networking after which proceeded 

to outline WI-FI networking and talk the diverse technology which can be used. From the discussions furnished on this 

paper, it's far clean that WI-FI community answers are growing in recognition as they come to be extra lower priced and 

are followed through extra people. This paper has elaborated how WI-FI networks offer freedom from area restriction, 

scalability and flexibility. The maximum famous technology are; Bluetooth, WI-FI, WiMAX and Cellular networks. The 

paper has showed that the mobility of WI-FI networks is their maximum suited characteristic. It has been mentioned that 

during spite in their deserves, there are some enormous troubles with WI-FI networks which might be in the main: great 

guarantee and protection troubles. Wireless hyperlinks are noisier and much less dependable than stressed hyperlinks 

because of the interference that takes place because the alerts are transmitted. Engaging in web website online surveys 

earlier than putting in place a WI-FI community can assist to mitigate this issue. Using robust encryption requirements 

and might remedy the safety troubles inherent with WI-FI networks. 
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